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Presentation Notes
This session will quickly review what a micro credential is, discuss how one may establish a quality micro credential on a campus and where one can find resources to help with the implementation. 



Micro Credentials Defined

• Micro-credentials verify, validate and attest that specific skills 
and/or competencies have been achieved and are endorsed by the 
issuing institution, having been developed through assessment-
based, non-degree activities and designed to be meaningful and 
high quality

• Offered in shorter / more flexible timespans
• Narrowly focused
• Offered online, on-campus or hybrid
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Let’s review what a Micro Credential is defined as. Despite national efforts by Lumina and others to establish universal definitions around micro-credentialing, there remain inconsistencies. However, SUNY has settled on the following definition: Micro-credentials verify, validate and attest that specific skills and/or competencies have been achieved and are endorsed by the issuing institution, having been developed through assessment-based, non-degree activities and are designed to be meaningful and high quality. They differ from traditional degrees and certificates in that they are generally offered in shorter or more flexible timespans and tend to be more narrowly focused. Micro-credentials can be offered online, on-campus, or via a hybrid of both. 



Characteristics

• Non-Credit or Credit at the undergraduate or graduate level
• Be displayed as a digital badge
• Be specifically recognized by certain industries
• Highlight competencies earned as part of a credit-bearing program
• Serve as an introduction or entry point to a degree program
• A stand-alone credential and/or one complementary to a degree 

program
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Characteristics of Micro-Credentials are that they may be non-credit or credit study at the undergraduate or graduate level. They may be displayed as a digital badge, be specifically recognized by certain industries - validating and attesting industry-specific, highly sought-after competencies, highlight competencies earned as part of a credit-bearing program motivating students to persist and distinguishing students among prospective employers); serve as an entry point to a degree program, or be issued as a stand-alone credential and/or one complementary to a degree programMicro-Credentials are designed to meet market needs and should be informed by current data from appropriate markets and align with relevant industry/sector standards and are inherently more flexible and innovative. Therefore strong partnerships between Continuing Education/Workforce Development and Academic Affairs may be necessary to achieve optimum results in the development of certain micro-credentials. 



SUNY’s Guidelines

1. Academic quality is paramount & 
faculty governance participation 
is required for credit offerings

2. MCs are initiated locally, 
developed, & approved according 
to local campus policies & 
procedures, consistent with 
campus mission & strategic goals

3. MCs are designed to meet market 
needs & should be informed by 
current data from appropriate & 
and align with relevant 
industry/sector standards

4. MCs provide opportunities for 
industry/education connections 
and partnerships

5. MCs are inherently more flexible
and innovative

6. MCs should be portable
7. MCs should be stackable

http://system.suny.edu/academic-
affairs/microcredentials
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Presentation Notes
SUNY established Guidelines for quality micro credentials based on best practices. You can find more information about the guidelines on their public website. 

http://system.suny.edu/academic-affairs/microcredentials


SUNY Trustees Resolution & Next Steps

• Encourage & support campus development of MCs
• Readiness, Training & Assessment 
• Policy/Financial Aid
• Data Reporting & Implementation 
• Transferability & Portability

http://system.suny.edu/academic-affairs/microcredentials
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In previous concurrent sessions and webinars at CEANY, I’ve described the business case for MCs, and the steps SUNY has taken to understand, then support their development. If you’d like more granular information, please feel free to review the webinar I did in May which is available to members as a recording on the CEANY website in the Professional Development section. You’ll need to sign in to access it, but it will have quite a bit of information for you, including descriptions of the tools that the FACT2 Task Group, which I chaired, created for your use. (Also available on the SUNY CIT website I believe too.)Following this work, the SUNY Trustees made a resolution in January formally endorsing Micro Credentials and paving a pathway to welcome campuses to create and offer them. To continue the work, they have established 4 Implementation groups that are addressing key issues to successful long-term adoption of MCs.1. Transferability and Portability Implementation Group2. Data Reporting Implementation Group3. Policy/Financial Aid Implementation Group4. Readiness, Training and Assessment Implementation GroupThese Micro Credentialing Implementation Groups have been meeting and I’m not aware of their progress, but it’s being reported out regularly on the website. I was involved in the effort to create tools for campuses to use when designing and implementing micro credentials and the links to those resources are there too. Which brings me to the point at which I last presented for CEANY this spring. (End recap)  

http://system.suny.edu/academic-affairs/microcredentials


Ways to Showcase & Share Skills & Knowledge

Digital 
badges

Social 
media/ 
digital 
résumé  

Co-
curricular 
transcript

ePortfolio

Academic 
transcript 
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Students taking courses have the opportunity to showcase their skills and knowledge with employers in many ways. The Academic transcript is one of them, but it’s static and doesn’t give detail about the student’s learning outcomes. With the advent of technology, today students can share information about what they’ve learned via other digital resources which can enable an employer to understand more about their abilities. 



Badging Software

• Online Badging Software
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SUNY Oswego is finalizing an agreement with Credly online badging software. We have the opportunity to create badges in multiple areas and levels for various things at SUNY Oswego.Digital badges are able to be shared publicly and are a visual representation of a credential earned at SUNY Oswego. 

https://credly.com/credit/12348244


Progressive Badge Levels

• .
Level 1

Listen
Level 2

Level 3

Learn
Level 4

Lead

Leap
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Not only are there different types of badges, but they are able to represent progressive levels of skill attainment or learning.Each college has the opportunity to define what these levels are and help students progress through micro credentials to stack toward credit or even degrees.This is gamification folks. People earning badges and skilling up 
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Students and employers alike can use this software to represent a richer, more meaningful record of skills and learning outcomes achieved. Institution informs student they earned a badge, creates badge in Credly, provides a link to studentStudent “claims” the badge by setting up an account (free) in Credly. All badges they earn are listed here (see first image to the far left)Student embeds the badge in their LinkedIn account and refers potential employers there. Employers can click on the badge to learn more about it (see middle image)At the bottom of the center image, employers can click on the link for evidence and be taken to a more detailed page describing the course / learning outcomes (see far right image)In the future, Credly hopes to also allow students to upload an example of their work (like an ePortfolio)



SUNY Oswego MCs under consideration

• Strategic Digital Media Design Micro Credential
• Requested by Alumni / Advisory Board / Employers
• Existing Students, Alumni, General Public
• Credit & Non Credit options
• Weekend, In Person Seminar to launch program
• 4 courses at Syracuse campus, in Oswego or Online
• Testimonials by Employers as to the Benefits of having these skills as 

addressed in the micro credential

• Braodcasting Production Micro Credential
• Ag Labs Micro Credential
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At SUNY Oswego, I presented about MCs to President’s Council, Provost’s Council, Dean’s Council in addition to all of the communication at SUNY so everyone knew what MCs were and were very supportive of launching into the effort. The Provost and President approved a contract with Credly and we were off! The Dean for SCMA met with the Advisory Board and immediately they validated the need for micro credentials and began brainstorming what it could be…. At SUNY Oswego we are investigating a number of credit and non-credit micro credentials with interested faculty. For example the Strategic Digital Media Design Micro Credential, the Broadcast Production Micro Credential, and the Ag Labs Micro Credential What I’m finding is that there are faculty who are absolutely passionate about things.



Micro Credential EcoSystem

Attendance

• Attends Events
• Attends a 

Speaker Series
• For anyone

Co-Curricular

• Student 
Participates in 
Workshop and 
other learning 
opportunities

• Student work 
is assessed to 
a standard

• For college 
students

Professional 
Development

• Skills for own 
Employees

• For Internal 
Faculty 
Development 

• For Internal 
Staff 
development

Academic 
Non Credit

• Skills for the 
Workplace

• Verified by 
Employers

• May build into 
Credit

• For anyone 
looking to gain 
a new skill for 
the workplace

Academic 
Credit

• Bundling 
Credit Courses

• Undergraduate 
or Graduate 
Level

• For Students / 
Alumni / 
Potential 
Students
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As I started the process of promoting MCs at SUNY Oswego and in finalizing our agreement with Credly it occurred to me. There is an entire ecosystem involved here. When Badges are involved you stop only being able to talk about what I call Academic MCs, you move into other areas that SUNY policy isn’t always clear about. Because digital badging is a visual representation of a micro credential and of your college’s brand, the importance of maintaining the integrity and quality is not to be taken lightly. Each of these need to be at least acknowledged up front and ideally thought through before cavalierly awarding any badge. Once I realized this ecosystem, I sat with the CTO and Provost and we agreed that a cross campus committee was needed to decide our next steps. 



SUNY Oswego Micro Credential Committee

• Convened by the Provost
• CTO
• Registrar
• Associate Provost for 

Undergraduate Programs
• ALL Deans
• Faculty Governance Leader
• Career Services
• Chief of Staff

• Admissions
• Alumni
• Marketing & Communications
• Student Affairs
• Transfer Services
• Experiential Learning
• HR
• CELT
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The Provost invited a cross campus group of individuals to the meeting. To date I’ve convened 2 meetings – first on August 30 where I defined the business case for micro credentials, and I presented the ecosystem slide. Perhaps not so coincidentally, the Provost had convened another, smaller group to discuss the creation of a Co-Curricular transcript at the college, so we discussed that aspect further. Then on October 9 we met again – mainly to receive concerns / thoughts and to get the group to share that they were ready to move forward. 



Cross Campus Involvement

• .
Attendance

•Point of Contact 
Needed

•Develop Written 
Criteria

•Create & 
Administer 
Badges

•Answer Questions

Co-Curricular

•Point of Contact 
Needed

•Develop Written 
Criteria

•Create & 
Administer 
Badges

•Transcript 
potential

•Answer Questions

Professional 
Development

•Point of Contact 
Needed
•CELT / COLT, 
HR, OBCR, EL? 

•Develop Written 
Criteria

•Create & 
Administer 
Badges

•Answer Questions

Academic Non 
Credit

•Point of Contact: 
EL

•Develop Written 
Criteria, 
sometimes with 
faculty, vetted 
through 
governance & 
with advisory 
committee if 
stacking to credit

•Create & 
Administer 
Badges

•Financial Aid / 
Transcript 
potential

•Advise

Academic Credit

•Point of Contact: 
EL 

•Developed with 
Faculty, vetted 
through 
Governance with 
Advisory 
Committee

•Create & 
Administer 
Badges

•Financial Aid / 
Transcript 
potential

•Advise
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In order for SUNY Oswego to be ready for implementing Credly badging software, we need to determine points of contact for each type. These points of contact would hold the very practical logistical authority to create the digital badge, upload them into Credly, help people troubleshoot issues, answer questions, etc. They would also be the lead agent in establishing a criteria for certain types of badges and for ensuring there is proper oversight via an advisory committee and some sort of governance ensuring quality. Governance may be not only faculty-based, but student services based as appropriate to the badge.



Micro Credential Committee

Attendance

• Attends Events
• Attends a 

Speaker Series
• For anyone

Co-Curricular

• Student 
Participates in 
Workshop and 
other learning 
opportunities

• Student work 
is assessed to 
a standard

• For college 
students

Professional 
Development

• Skills for own 
Employees

• For Internal 
Faculty 
Development 

• For Internal 
Staff 
development

Academic 
Non Credit

• Skills for the 
Workplace

• Verified by 
Employers

• May build into 
Credit

• For anyone 
looking to gain 
a new skill for 
the workplace

Academic 
Credit

• Bundling 
Credit Courses

• Undergraduate 
or Graduate 
Level

• For Students / 
Alumni / 
Potential 
Students

Strategic Digital Media MC

Broadcast Production MC

Ag Labs MC

Writing Fellows 
MC

CELT Badges

HR Badges

Oz Leads MC

Fundraising MC

Oz Speaks Badge

Laker Life Badge
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What I found at the 2nd meeting was that there was a lot of interest in adapting existing programs and creating new ones in the different categories. However, there was still a lot of discussion about the non-curricular aspects. 



Employer Connection

• Do they understand what an 
MC is? 

• Do you know of existing MCs?
• Would they value it? 
• Would they like to create one?

• Employer Focus Group at Career 
Fair October 24, 2018

• School of Business Advisory Board 
Meeting November 2, 2018

• Employers didn’t know what 
an MC was

• When they did, they thought it 
was an excellent idea & knew 
examples

• They emphasized that quality 
was paramount

• They cautioned not to put too 
many out there
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Again – can’t wait for the if we build it you will come mentality that got us into this situation in the first place. Employers need to be front and center in this approach. They have to attest to the meaningfulness of the micro credential. I emphasize that in every meeting I’m in, so logically that’s what was asked – Do companies even want this? If we build it, will they come? Career Services was about to have their career fair and facilitated a focus group of interested employers for me. About 20 people came from 12 companies like Target, AXA Financial Services, Oswego Industries, Wegmans, etc. It went very well. They didn't know what Micro Credentials were. Once they knew what they were, they were very interested. They suggested that, in order for these to work, we would have to collaborate very closely with the employer to develop them. They cautioned us to have only high quality micro credentials so that their value isn't diluted and they could rely on the brand of SUNY Oswego in the future. At least one business represented there (AXA) has already followed up with me to ask if we could work together to create a micro credential for them.Questions asked: Does your company Use / Value Micro Credentials or other non-degree indicators of skill attainment in the hiring and/or Promotion Process?Do you see a potential value to having a candidate for a position at your company with a micro credential? Do you see a potential value to having an existing employee at your company earn a micro credential?Do they even review transcripts, or is that simply a checkbox (candidate has a degree/major, vs. reviewing for coursework or "badges?").Where should this credential be listed?  resume, cover letter, Transcript, Linkedin Profile, etc. �Would you take the time to click anything that would take you to a "site" the describes the candidate's badges? What would be important for you to know about a micro credential that would help you consider it's value / relevance?Then I was asked to present at the School of Business’s Advisory Board meeting – they were aware of MCs but had a hard time thinking of how the college could play in that space. However, they could see the utility and were willing to consider it. 



Campus Culture & Governance

• Campus-wide buy in & 
understanding

• Put it in your campus catalog
• Establish Governance 

Procedures
• Install appropriate resources
• Communicate

• Establish the Micro Credential 
Committee

• Propose through governance
• Work with Registrar to 

determine record keeping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Governance may be not only faculty-based, but could be student services based as appropriate to the micro credential.



Resources

• Install appropriate resources
• But what are they?? 
• Program Manager
• Secretarial Support

• Communications Strategy
• Faculty / Staff 

• College Catalog
• Website

• Employers
• Testimonials

• Students

Presenter
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I am still trying to grapple with the resource implications for this effort. What I know, I cannot just take this on - nor can Robin or any other staff in Extended Learning. I’m coming to believe there will need to be a devoted person to coordinate and administer the administrative aspects of SUNY Oswego academic MCs and that it will be quite an effort, requiring someone with project management, collaborative relationship building and customer service skills – things inherent in continuing education operations. It will likely require additional secretarial support as well as SIGNIFICANT efforts for accurate and thorough communication both internally – across campus offices, faculty and within our college catalog and website, but also externally in order to inform businesses and students about MCs. 



Examples at work in SUNY

• Bundle 2-4 credit courses into a micro-credential 
• Stony Brook’s Graduate Badges …

• Award micro-credential for demonstrating learning 
outcomes of skill training

• University of Albany’s Meta Literacy Badges

• Bundle a group of credit and/or non-credit micro-
credentials into fulfillment of a credit course

• University of Buffalo, Prior Learning Assessment of MOOCs 
or other trainings

Presenter
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Stony Brook, University of Albany and other schools are making significant use of badging as a form of Micro-Credentials in their CE programs.  Stony Brook offers 27 badges in areas including Social Entrepreneurship, Organizational Development, Supply Chain Management, and Design Thinking, and uses different colors to reflect credit-bearing, non-credit and advanced badges.  Non-credit badges require 9-15 hour workshops in more than one session.  Credit badges at Stony Brook (called University Badges) are given for 3-4 bundled related courses in an area (Employee Relations, Organizational Development, plus 3 more HRM courses and Capstone equal a Masters in HR Mgt) and are posted within Credly, which provides an online platform that can be shared with an employer, so they can click on it to verify the learning outcomes, view a completed project and learn about the institution providing it.University at Albany (with Empire State) created a micro credential about Metaliteracy – housed in their library. Metaliteracy is an enhanced version of information literacy (an area that librarians tend to be interested in) - beyond accessing and evaluating information, metaliteracy considers students’ roles as both consumers and creators of information in dynamic online environments. The Metaliteracy learning objectives were used as the foundation for the design of the badging system, which includes four digital badges and the Metaliterate Learner uber badge.  Each badge is a title that students can claim and display once they have mastered a particular series of learning activities. UB is in process of working with their academic departments to approach it with more of an intentional design. There are examples of colleges bundling a group of credit and/or non-credit micro-credentials into fulfillment of a course via prior learning assessment & bring it in as transfer credit (I believe at Empire State). 

http://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/spd/badges/catalog
https://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/spd/edtech/badges.php
http://commons.suny.edu/iitg/developing-a-suny-wide-transliteracy-learning-collaborative-to-promote-information-and-technology-collaboration/
https://grad.buffalo.edu/content/dam/grad/internal/microcredential-proposal.pdf
https://www.buffalo.edu/micro-credentials/offerings.html
https://www.buffalo.edu/micro-credentials/about.html


SUNY Performance Investment Fund Projects

• PIF Group: New Models for Enhancing Enrollment, Retention 
& Completion

• Micro Credentials Sub Group
• University of Buffalo – Stackable Modules for Curricular 

Development & Professional Pathways for the Arts & Humanities
• SUNY Morrisville – Workforce Micro Credentials & Certificates
• Rockland Community College – Translating Business & Industry 

Training & Credentialing to Degree Credit
• SUNY Potsdam – Micro Credentialing for Co Curricular Leadership 

Program

Presenter
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This year I was asked to lead a work group of college campuses that were awarded SUNY Performance Investment Fund projects having to do with Micro Credentials. While 4 projects were awarded initially, a 5th was identified recently. UB is creating replicable, high value, stackable modules that they seeks to use like Lego’s when designing and offering flipped classroom, online, MOOC, micro credential courses – then provide this model to other SUNY institutions. I haven’t learned about the Pathways for the Arts & Humanities yet, but there are many projects at UB underway. SUNY Morrisville is designing collaborative models to serve post-traditional learners, including workforce aligned, non-credit to credit pathways using micro-credentials and certificates. Jason Zbock will be here tomorrow morning and will describe this. Rockland CC is working directly with a company and the 4 colleges of the Hudson Valley Educational Consortium to translate work experience and credentials into credit for specific Rockland CC courses, and seeks to create an articulation for United States Information Systems credential directly to credit for a major employer in their area. SUNY Potsdam is creating a general leadership program for students following industry standards that will be listed on a co-curricular transcript integrating leadership development, civic engagement, diversity, equity and inclusion. Then will move to create micro credentials for workforce development. 



Questions? 

Thank you! Good luck!
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